Abstract. We study the gap of the first eigenvalue of the Hodge Laplacian acting on p-differential forms of a manifold with boundary, for consecutive values of the degree p.
) be an n-dimensional compact, oriented Riemannian manifold with (possibly empty) smooth boundary ∂M n . For all p ∈ {0, . . . , n} we consider the Laplacian ∆ p (often denoted simply by ∆) which acts on smooth differential p-forms ω ∈ Λ p (M ) by
where d is the exterior derivative and δ := (−1) n(p+1)+1 * d * is the codifferential, * being the Hodge operator. ∆ p is often called the Hodge (or Hodge-de Rham) Laplacian of M .
If ∂M = ∅, we consider the following eigenvalue problem defined by the absolute boundary conditions: ∆ω = µω,
where J is the inclusion ∂M → M andν is the inward unit normal vector at each point of ∂M . This is a generalization of the Neumann boundary problem for functions. We say that the form ω is tangential on ∂M if J iνω = 0, that is, if ω vanishes whenever one of its arguments is a vector normal to the boundary. Hence ω satisfies the absolute boundary conditions if and only if both ω and dω are tangential.
The other usual boundary problem for differential forms is given by the relative boundary conditions: J ω = J δω = 0. It generalizes the Dirichlet boundary problem for functions. Note that the Hodge operator exchanges the two boundary conditions. We use the notation Finally, in Section 3, we give in Theorem 3.3 a lower bound of the first Hodge eigenvalues for arbitrary Riemannian manifolds with boundary in terms of the principal curvatures (more generally, what we call the p-curvatures) of the boundary, and the curvature operator of the manifold. The estimate comes from a general lower bound on the ratio between the integral of a nonnegative function on ∂M and M , respectively, which is of independent interest (see Theorem 3.1).
We find in particular that convex hyperbolic domains whose principal curvatures are bounded below by 1 (all geodesic balls belong to this family) have their relative Hodge eigenvalues λ 1,p (M ) bounded below by a positive constant independent of the inner radius, provided that their dimension is sufficiently large with respect to the degree p (see Corollary 3.5) . This inequality somewhat generalizes a well-known property of the first Dirichlet eigenvalue of hyperbolic domains (convex or not).
In the first three sections we state the main results in detail, leaving the proofs of the main theorems and additional remarks to the last section of the paper.
Definitions and basic facts. We first recall some basic facts and notations which we will be used in the sequel. As the Hodge Laplacian commutes with both d and δ, it preserves closed (resp. co-closed) p-forms; we denote by µ 1,p (M ) (resp. µ 1,p (M )) the smallest positive eigenvalue corresponding to closed (resp. co-closed) forms. The Hodge decomposition theorem implies that for p ≥ 0. This carries through if M has a non-empty boundary, for both the absolute and relative conditions. In particular, one always has µ 1,1 ≤ µ 1,0 and the equality holds iff µ 1,1 ≥ µ 1,1 .
We also recall that, as the Hodge operator is an isometry commuting with the Laplacian, one has, for all p = 0, . . . , n: Let ω be a p-form. The Bochner (or Bochner-Weitzenböck) formula is the identity valid at any point of M :
where ·, · is the pointwise inner product of forms, and where W p is a selfadjoint endomorphism of Λ p (M ), called the curvature term. Then W 1 = Ric and, by [5] :
Now fix x ∈ ∂M and p = 1, . . . , n − 1. Let (0.5) σ p (x) := sum of the lowest p principal curvatures of ∂M at x, and
In other words, σ p is the lower bound, over ∂M , of all its p-curvatures (sums of any set of p principal curvatures). In particular:
(0.6) σ 1 = lower bound of the principal curvatures of ∂M, σ n−1 n − 1 = H = lower bound of the mean curvature of ∂M.
We will say that ∂M is p-convex if σ p ≥ 0. Hence the condition of p-convexity is weaker than the usual convexity and stronger than the (n − 1)-convexity (i.e. nonnegative mean curvature).
General results on the p-gap
We prove the following fact. 
If M is a Euclidean (resp. spherical) domain, then the metrics above can be chosen to be Euclidean (resp. spherical).
The proof is given in Section 4.1, and uses a result proved in [9] (see Theorem 4.1).
As shown in Section 2, the sequence µ 1,p is nondecreasing in p when M is a convex Euclidean domain. Hence, Theorem 1.1 gives counterexamples to this fact in the general case.
In Theorem 1.1 of [9] , it is shown that one can prescribe any finite part of the p-spectrum for p in a suitable range. This means that many cases in Theorem 1.1 are direct consequences of [9] . However, Assertion 1 for p = 0, 1, Assertion 2 for p = 1, n − 1 and Assertion 3 for p = 0, 1 do not follow from [9] , and we must give an independent derivation of them here.
A short comment about the missing cases in Theorem 1.1 above. Assertion 1 (resp. 2) is never satisfied when p = n − 1 (resp. p = 0). But Assertion 1 is an open problem if p = n − 2; similarly, Assertion 3 is open if p = n − 1. Our method to control the gaps between the eigenvalues is to make one eigenvalue tend to zero while the others remain bounded below. Now the Faber-Frahn inequality makes it impossible to get on a Euclidean domain a small eigenvalue µ 1,n−1 without getting at the same time a small eigenvalue µ 1,n−2 .
In a similar spirit, Takahashi shows in [17] that, given a closed manifold M of dimension n ≥ 4 and an integer p = 2, . . . , n − 2, there exist three metrics g 1 , g 2 , g 3 on M such that his "gap" µ 1,p (M, g i ) − µ 1,0 (M, g i ) is positive, negative and zero, respectively. As an immediate by-product of our proof of Theorem 1.1, we prove part of Takahashi's result for manifolds with boundary and in particular for Euclidean or spherical domains, that is, when the inner metric is prescribed (see Corollary 4.4).
The results of this section show that much liberty remains in the construction of gaps, even if we impose a strong rigidity on the metric. To get rigidity for the gaps, one must assume additional conditions, for example, convexity of the boundary. We will address this problem in the next section.
Gap of isometric immersions
In this section we consider an isometric immersion of the Riemannian manifold M n into some Euclidean space R d . If ν is a vector normal to M , we consider the shape operator S ν relative to ν; it is defined by the identity
where L is the second fundamental form of the immersion. We extend S ν , by derivation, to a selfadjoint endomorphism of Λ p (M ), denoted by S ν,p and given by the well-known formula:
is an orthonormal basis of the normal bundle of M at any fixed point (so that m is the codimension of the immersion), then the formula
defines a selfadjoint, nonnegative endomorphism T p of Λ p (M ) which does not depend on the orthonormal basis chosen. In particular, for any p-form ω:
The main result of this section is a general lower bound for the integral energy of a co-closed p-form on M . 
The inequality is sharp for any eigenform associated to µ 1,p (S n ), where S n → R n+1 is the standard immersion of the canonical sphere.
For the proof, see Section 4.2.
Remark 2.2. When applied to the volume form dvol of M n (now assumed without boundary), Theorem 2.1 reduces to the following well-known estimate, due to Reilly [14] , for the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian on functions:
where η is the mean curvature vector of the immersion.
In fact, dvol is parallel; by Hodge duality µ 1,n (M ) = µ 1,0 (M ), and the identity T n (dvol), dvol = n 2 η 2 is immediate from the definitions.
For p = 1 one also gets a lower bound for the energy of vector fields, which are divergence free and tangent to the boundary, by the first Neumann eigenvalue of the manifold.
We then deduce from Theorem 2.1 a lower bound for the gap 
The notation on the right-hand side refers to the infimum over x ∈ M of the lowest eigenvalue of
The proof is given in Section 4.2. An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.3 is the following extrinsic condition for having no 1-gap. Recall that
In what follows, we assume that M is either closed or has a convex boundary. In fact (see [2] , Theorem 0.1 and Example 1.2) the Berger spheres (in the case of odd dimensions) or their products with S 1 (for even dimensions) provide a family of manifolds {M , > 0} such that Ric M > 0 for all , µ 1,0 (M ) is bounded below by a positive number independent on and µ 1,1 (M ) → 0 as → 0.
Note that we do not assume any upper bound on the diameter of the hypersurfaces in (b). On the other hand, it is proved in [8] that for any convex n-dimensional hypersurface M n in R n+1 (n ≥ 2) of diameter d, one has:
This generalizes the inequality proved for functions by Li and Yau in [10] . We finally apply Theorem 2.3 to Euclidean and spherical domains. Recall that, for any Euclidean domain, one has the inequality µ 1,0 (M ) < λ 1,0 (M ). The examples of Section 1 show that there is no a priori order between µ 1,p (M ) and µ 1,p−1 (M ). However, we have 
and, for all
Proof. (a) Note that µ 1,n ≥ µ 1,n−1 is always true by the Hodge decomposition (0.1) and (0.2). As a p-convex domain is q-convex for all q ∈ [p, n − 1], it is enough to show that µ 1,p ≥ µ 1,p−1 . Now, viewing M as a totally geodesic hypersurface of
and (a) follows. Part (b) is immediate from (a) and the Hodge duality. We prove (c).
Let ω be an eigenform associated to µ 1,p . We first show that
that is, ω does not vanish identically on ∂M . Fix a coordinate system (x 1 , . . . , x n ) on R n , and let φ = ω(
) be any component function of ω which does not vanish identically on M . Then φ integrates to zero on M because ω is co-closed (see (4.1) in the proof of Lemma 4.7); if ω is identically zero on ∂M , then φ satisfies:
and then µ 1,p ≥ λ 1,0 . However, as any first Dirichlet eigenfunction does not change sign, one must actually have µ 1,p ≥ λ 2,0 > λ 1,0 , and this is impossible because otherwise:
contradicting part (a) of the theorem. Now, from the proof of Theorem 2.3:
Thus, for convex Euclidean domains, the first eigenvalue for p-forms, with either the absolute or relative conditions, belongs to the interval [µ 1,0 , λ 1,0 ]. Combining this fact with the Payne-Weinberger ( [13] ) inequality on µ 1,0 , and using domain monotonicity for λ 1,0 one gets, for all p = 0, . . . , n:
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where j 2 n is the first Dirichlet eigenvalue of the unit ball in R n and R is the inner radius of M . By Hodge duality, (2.4) holds also for λ 1,p (M ). Note that the following bound is obtained in [8] , by different methods:
Remark 2.7. Now let M be any Euclidean domain, andM the ball with the same volume: the classical Weinberger isoperimetric inequality (see [18] ) states that
, and µ 1,0 (M ) = µ 1,1 (M ) (by Theorem 2.6 applied to balls), we can extend it to 1-forms:
For spherical domains, we have the following comparison result, proved in Section 4.2: 
Note that, unlike convex Euclidean domains, the sequence {µ 1,p } p=0,...,n may be decreasing at some p: the p-gap of the hemisphere is nonnegative for p ≤ [n/2], and nonpositive otherwise (see (4.13)). However, convex domains in R n and S n do share the following features: they have no 1-gap (i.e., µ 1,1 = µ 1,0 ), their Hodge spectrum is bounded below by µ 1,0 , and, up to p = [n/2], their absolute first eigenvalues are not greater than the relative ones (Corollary 4.5 in Section 4.1 shows that this is not true in general).
Finally, we give a rough idea of the proof of the main inequality (Theorem 2.1). We consider, on the immersed manifold M n , the family of all vector fields which are the orthogonal projection of unit parallel vector fields on the ambient Euclidean space R d . Note that this family is naturally parametrized by S d−1 . Contracting the given p-form ω with any such field V will reduce the degree by one and, with the given conditions on ω, will produce a test form i V ω for the eigenvalue
. By the min-max principle, we obtain a family of inequalities indexed by S d−1 ; integrating these inequalities on S d−1 one gets Theorem 2.1.
A lower bound for the Hodge eigenvalues
We give a lower bound of µ 1,p (M ) when M is a Riemannian manifold with pconvex (in particular, convex) boundary. We refer to [6] for estimates of the Hodge eigenvalues, valid also for manifolds with boundary.
We derive the lower bound by integrating the Bochner formula applied to an eigenform associated to µ 1,p (M ) (which is a classical procedure). However, as ∂M = ∅, the term M ∆ ω 2 does not integrate to zero, and we wish to lower bound it by the principal curvatures, i.e., by σ p and M ω 2 . Using Green's formula and the boundary conditions satisfied by the eigenform, one sees that the problem boils down to giving a lower bound of the ratio:
The main result of this section approaches this problem for any nonnegative function satisfying a suitable Laplacian condition. It is given in terms of a geometric constant A (see Definition 4.11 in Section 4.3) which depends on a lower bound (n − 1)K of the Ricci curvature of M , a lower bound H of the mean curvature of ∂M , and the inner radius R of M . Under any of the following two conditions: 
The proof (given in Section 4.3) uses the distance function ρ from the boundary of the manifold, and the so-called "mean-value lemma" (see [15] ). In fact, any constant A such that the inequality ∆ρ ≥ A holds (in the sense of distributions on M ) will work.
The following corollary shows that Theorem 3.1 implies some well-known sharp lower bounds for the first Dirichlet eigenvalue λ 1,0 (M ). 
The corollary follows immediately by applying Theorem 3.1 to a first positive Dirichlet eigenfunction φ, and by letting t tend to π/(2R).
The bound is sharp in the following two cases. First, if M = B n R is a geodesic ball in H n , then H = coth R > 1 = |K| for all R; hence:
which is well known, and is sharp as R → ∞ by a result of McKean [12] . If K = H = 0, the bound becomes
2 , which is originally due to Li and Yau [10] , and is sharp for flat cylinders, that is, for any manifold which is the Riemannian Cartesian product of a closed manifold and the interval [0, 2R].
Applying Theorem 3.1 to the square of the norm of an eigenform, one gets the desired lower bound for the Hodge eigenvalues. Recall the definition (0.5) of the constant σ p as a lower bound of the p-curvatures of ∂M (note that σ p ≥ pσ 1 where σ 1 is a lower bound of the principal curvatures of ∂M ). 
In particular,
Proof. (a) Let ω be an eigenform associated to µ 1,p (M ) having unit L 2 -norm. We apply Bochner's formula (0.4) to ω: replacing the energy term by zero, and recalling that the curvature term W p (ω), ω is bounded below by γp(n − p) ω 2 , one gets:
with µ = 2µ 1,p (M ) − 2γp(n − p). We now apply Theorem 3.1 to φ = ω 2 . Then,
If the second alternative holds, then integrating (3.2) over M and using Lemma 4.10 in Section 4.2 one gets:
that is,
which, together with (3.3), implies (a).
(b) We can take A = (n − 1)H. We ignore the term in t (depending on the inner radius) in the lower bound of part a) and observe that, by the definition of σ p as the sum of the lowest p principal curvatures, one has H ≥ σ p /p. The second formula follows because, for p = 1, n − 1, the curvature term in Bochner's formula is just the Ricci curvature of M . 
In some cases, (3.4) is better than the bounds (2.4) and (2.5), valid for convex domains and of type µ 1,p 
2 . To see that consider, in R 3 , a thin cigar, that is, the domain M bounded by a cylinder of unit length and small radius > 0, at the ends of which we glue two hemispheres of radius . The boundary of M can be smoothened so that, as tends to zero, the mean curvature, hence σ 2 (∂M ), tends to ∞; by (3.4), one then has
On the other hand, the diameter of M is always bounded below by 1. Actually, taking the cylindrical part of length 1/ , one sees that (3.5) still holds and yet the diameter can be arbitrarily large.
We finally observe that in the case of negative curvature Theorem 3.3 sometimes gives a positive lower bound of λ 1,p (M ) which is independent of the inner radius (in particular, independent of the diameter). This is in contrast with the Euclidean space, where (2.4) shows that convex domains with large inner radius have small first Hodge eigenvalues.
It is well known that, for any domain M in the hyperbolic space H n ,
thus giving a lower bound independent of the inner radius of M : (3.6) is true for geodesic balls (see Corollary 3.2 for another proof) and extends to any domain by the monotonicity of λ 1,0 . Such phenomenon cannot possibly hold for eigenvalues of p-forms (p ≥ 1) on arbitrary hyperbolic domains. In fact, the Euclidean domains Ω n−p,u (p ≥ 2) considered in Theorem 4.1 below, which are parametrized by u ∈ (0, Corollary 3.5 below does generalize (3.6) to p-forms, provided that M is in the class of (convex) hyperbolic domains whose principal curvatures are bounded below by 1 (geodesic balls of arbitrary radius belong to that class) and that p is not too far away from zero (p ≤ (n − 2)/8 will be enough).
Corollary 3.5. Assume that the manifold M
n has curvature operator bounded below by γ < 0, and that σ n−p ≥ (n − p) |γ|. If n ≥ n p := 4p + 2 + 8p 2 + 8p, then:
) 2 is positive and depends only on p.
In particular, if the Ricci curvature of M is bounded below by (n − 1)K, with K < 0, and the mean curvature of its boundary is bounded below by |K|, then, for all dimensions n ≥ 10, one has
Remark 3.6. The boundary curvature condition is certainly satisfied if ∂M is convex, with principal curvatures bounded below by |γ|.
Note also the asymptotic lower bound λ 1,p ≥ 1 8 n 2 |γ| as n tends to ∞; that is, given > 0 and a positive integer p there exists n( , p) such that
holds for all manifolds satisfying the assumptions of the corollary and having dimension n ≥ n( , p).
Remark 3.7. The dimensional restriction n ≥ n p is probably not sharp; however, it is somewhat justified by the fact that, for all n (see [1] , Theorem II.5, p. 46),
where B n R denotes the geodesic ball of radius R in H n .
This fact shows that Corollary 3.5 cannot hold for all n and p.
Proof of the corollary. First, let us observe that M satisfies the conditions in (3.1). In fact, if K < 0, one has |γ| ≥ |K| because γ ≤ K; hence
We now apply Theorem 3.3 (b); if n ≥ n p then in particular (n − 1)/4 ≤ n − p and
One easily checks that the right-hand side is positive for all n ≥ n p . Then
Proofs of the main theorems
4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1. We start by restating Theorem 2.1 of [9] . In what follows, u is a real parameter in (0, The domains Ω p,u generalize the classical Cheeger's dumbbell balls (made of two Euclidean balls linked together by a cylinder of small radius). They consist of a "thick" part, independent of u, and a "thin" part which will collapse to a (p + 1)-dimensional ball as u → 0. Let us see their construction in detail.
Fix u ∈ (0, 
Note that B p+1 ( 1 2 ) is the "central hole" of T S p . To get Ω p,u , we now smoothly glue the thick part and the thin part together, along a 2u-tubular neighborhood of S p (
Clearly, the resulting domain is diffeomorphic to a ball for all u; as u → 0, it collapses to the singular manifold T S p #B p+1 (
). When p = 1 and n = 3, the thick part is a full immersed torus in R 3 of radii 1, 1/2, and the thin part is a u-tubular neighborhood of the 2-disk of radius 1/2. Here is a cross-section of Ω 1,u ( Figure 1) ; the full domain Ω 1,u is obtained by rotation of it around the axis e 3 .
The small eigenvalue of Theorem 4.1 comes from a harmonic p-form on S p . Now let M be a manifold with boundary. For p = 0, . . . , n−2 and u ∈ (0, 1 10 ), we construct the following family of Riemannian manifolds M # Ω p,u , diffeomorphic to M , which will be used in the proof of the theorem: the metrics there will be those of M # Ω p,u for a suitable p and for u sufficiently small. Let r 0 , l 0 be two fixed, positive real numbers (r 0 < l 0 /10), small enough to guarantee that the constructions below make sense. First, we smoothly glue, in a neighborhood of a point m ∈ ∂M , the manifold M with the Euclidean cylinder
of radius r 0 and length r 0 , suitably smoothened so that we obtain a smooth bump near m; see Figure 2 .
As the resulting manifold is diffeomorphic to the original one, we can assume from the start that the metric g on M has the desired bump.
Next, we glue another copy of the cylinder C(r 0 , l 0 ) with Ω p,u in a neighborhood of its thick part, and obtain the Euclidean domain Ω p,u . Remark 4.2. As Ω p,u is quasi-isometric to Ω p,u with quasi-isometry constants independent of u, the spectral properties of Theorem 4.1, valid for Ω p,u , continue to hold for Ω p,u thanks to [3] , Prop. 3.3.
Finally, we glue (M, g) with Ω p,u by identifying the final halves B n−1 (r 0 ) × [l 0 /2, l 0 ] of the respective cylindrical bumps (note that the metrics are the same on the identified parts).
We denote the resulting Riemannian manifold with boundary by M # Ω p,u : it has a Euclidean cylindrical handle of length 3l 0 /2 and radius r 0 . Moreover, it comes with a natural covering {U
2 is basically a Euclidean cylinder of radius r 0 and length l 0 /2; as such, it is diffeomorphic to a ball in R n , and has volume bounded below independently of u. See Figure 3 . Clearly M # Ω p,u is diffeomorphic to M for all u ∈ (0, , which is of zero capacity because it has codimension at least 2 in the manifold (recall that p ≤ n − 2 by assumption), the Rayleigh quotient of any of these forms tends to zero with u, as asserted.
By the McGowan lemma ([11]
, Lemma 2.3, and [7] , Lemma 1), as U 1 u ∩ U 2 does not depend on u and is diffeomorphic to a ball in R n , one has:
for positive constants c i independent of u. By Remark 4.2 and Theorem 4.1, µ 1,q (Ω p,u ) is bounded below by a constant independent of u, and the assertion follows. c) We will assume that there exists a sequence u m → 0 such that
and get a contradiction. We cover the manifold M # Ω p,u by {U
) as before. For all m ∈ N we choose an eigenfunction f m for the eigenvalue µ 1,0 of unit L 2 -norm, and let f 1,m (resp. f 2,m ) be the restriction of f m to Ω p,um (resp. (M, g) ). If a 1,m is the mean value of f 1,m on Ω p,um , one has, by the min-max principle:
But µ 1,0 (Ω p,um ) ≥ c 7 for all m by Remark 4.2 and Theorem 4.1, while the last integral tends to zero as m → ∞ by assumption. Therefore,
By the triangle inequality
As m → ∞, the right-hand side tends to zero; on the other hand, vol (U The proof for Euclidean and spherical metrics. Assume that we start from a Euclidean domain M ; then it is clear that the metric of M #Ω p,u can be made Euclidean. If M is a domain in S n , let s be the stereographic projection from a point x 0 outside M . As the diameter of Ω p,u is always bounded above by 2 (hence, using homotheties, can be assumed as small as necessary), we can find x 0 and > 0 so that none of the spherical domains s −1 (s(M )#Ω p,u ) will intersect the ball of radius around x 0 . As the projection s, restricted to the complement of that ball, is a quasi-isometry with fixed constants, Lemma 4.3 continues to hold for the Riemannian manifolds s −1 (s(M )#Ω p,u ) (all diffeomorphic to M and with spherical metric), and we carry on the proof of Theorem 1.1 as before.
We give two more consequences of Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.3. 
Proof. Just take, for u sufficiently small, (M, h p ) = M # Ω p,u and (M, h ) = M # Ω 0,u and proceed as before. Remark 4.6. The assertion cannot be true for p = 0, n/2. In fact, it is well known that, for all Euclidean domains, µ 1,0 < λ 1,0 , and for all manifolds, µ 1,n/2 = λ 1,n/2 when n is even, by Hodge duality. The case n = 3, p = 1 is open.
In the next section we prove that, for convex Euclidean or spherical domains, If ∂M = ∅, we assume in addition that ω is tangential on ∂M , that is, it vanishes whenever one of its arguments is a vector normal to the boundary. We have to prove that
We consider the family of all vector fields on R d which are parallel and have (constant) unit norm; this family is naturally identified with S d−1 , and its typical element will be denoted byV . At any point of M , we can split:
where V ∈ T M is the orthogonal projection ofV onto T M and V ⊥ ∈ T M ⊥ . Hence any elementV ∈ S d−1 will give rise to a vector field V on M . We contract a given p-form ω on M with such vector fields and obtain the following lemma.
Proof of Lemma 4.9 . To prove (a) just fix a coordinate system and compute. (b) follows from (a) and the definition of inner product of forms.
Proof of Lemma 4.8 . The first equality is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.9.
To prove the second, we consider the Lie derivative L V ω of the p-form ω along the vector field V , and recall that
Lemma 4.8 will follow from (4.2) and the following identities, which are valid pointwise on M :
Proof.
In fact, recalling thatV is parallel on R d one sees that, at x, for all i = 1, . . . , n, 
Now, from Lemma 4.9, part (a):
(4.5)
V , ν α ν α and (4.6)
Again from Lemma 4.9, since V and V ⊥ are mutually orthogonal, (4.7)
From (4.4)-(4.7) one gets Fact 1. Fact 2: Immediate from Lemma 4.9. Fact 3: Since V and V ⊥ are mutually orthogonal, one sees that
Hence, by (4.3), It remains to prove the assertion on sharpness in Theorem 2.1. If M = S n → R n+1 is the standard immersion, and if ω is an eigenform associated to µ 1,p (S n ), then we must have equality in Theorem 2.1 simply because we have equality in Theorem 2.3 (which is a consequence of Theorem 2.1; see its proof below).
One can also prove directly that, for all fields V considered in the proof, i V ω is an eigenform associated to µ 1,p (S n ) − n + 2p, which coincides with µ 1,p−1 (S n ) by (4.9) below. Hence, in the min-max principle of Lemma 4.7 one has the equality for all V , and this implies the equality in the final formula.
Next, we prove a useful lemma. Let M be any Riemannian manifold with boundary, and letS be the shape operator of the immersion of ∂M into M , relative to the inner unit normalν of ∂M (henceS(X) = −∇ Xν for all X ∈ T (∂M ) 
where
Proof. (a) Take a local orthonormal frame (e 1 , . . . , e n−1 ) of T (∂M ) which is geodesic at the given point y ∈ ∂M . Since iνω = 0, one has, at y: and (a) follows. As the eigenvalues ofS p are bounded below by σ p , one has on ∂M :
because iνω = 0. Part (b) now follows from Green's formula. Now, we write explicitly the first Hodge eigenvalues of spheres and hemispheres. By the calculation in [5] ,
hence, for p = 1, . . . , n − 1,
(see (4.11) ). Part (a) says that, for all p = 1, . . . , n,
We prove this by direct comparison with (4.13). Now G n ≥ 0 is always true. Let p = 1, . . . , n − 1. By Theorem 2.3,
As µ 1,1 ≥ µ 1,1 , one has G 1 ≥ 0 =Ḡ 1 and (4.14) is true for p = 1. Then, let p = 2, . . . , n − 1. Recall that µ 1,p = min{µ 1,p , µ 1,p }. We will prove below that: θK,H (r) is easily seen to be nondecreasing in r. The constant A comes out of a Heintze-Karcher type estimate, needed in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Let us prove the theorem. Let M be a Riemannian manifold with smooth boundary, and assume that the nonnegative function φ satisfies ∆φ ≤ µφ on M , for some µ ∈ R. Fix any t ∈ (0, π 2R ). We must prove that, if µ ≤ A
We use distance function methods. Let ρ(x) = dist(x, ∂M ) be the distance function from the boundary of M . Given φ ∈ C ∞ (M ), we consider the function of r ∈ [0, ∞) defined by
where M (r) = {x ∈ M : ρ(x) > r} is the set of all points whose distance from the boundary is greater than r. As ρ is only Lipschitz on M , F (r) will be only Lipschitz on the half-line (we refer to [15] for full technical details about the functions ρ and F ). Nevertheless, it will be useful to examine the distributional derivatives of F (r); this will lead to the following lemma. the measure on the smooth hypersurface ρ −1 (r) ∩M being the one induced by the Riemannian metric of M . Let ∆ρ be the distributional Laplacian of ρ. From the mean-value lemma (see [15] , formula (7), p. 517) the second derivative of F is given by
∆φ + ρ * (φ∆ρ), Now, even if Lemma 4.13 holds only in the sense of distributions, the usual comparison arguments still hold, and we conclude that F (r) ≥ y(r) for r ∈ [0, R t ], where R t is the first zero of y(r) (note that R t > 0 because y(0) > 0). In particular, as R = max M ρ, one has F (R) = 0 and R ≥ R t . Since tR t ≤ tR ∈ (0, π/2), and cot(tR t ) = d2 d1 , one gets cot(tR)
which is the final statement.
